
ESSAY ABOUT AN INSPECTOR CALLS

Free Essays from Bartleby | An Inspector Calls One of the main themes of JB Priestley's play â€œAn Inspector Callsâ€•
is how man treats his fellow man. 'An.

The plot concerns Eva Smith a working class girl who commits sucide. The inspector also develops the topic
of conversation from person to person in a methodical fashion. Each of the Birlings is a link in the chain of
events that lead to Eva Smiths suicide. The main themes explored in the play are: status, love, power, guilt and
responsibility, honesty and lies. He also has a grip on the topic of conversation, and is not afraid to anything
and has the confidence to interrupt to re-tighten his grip on the conversation. This is even indicated before the
audience is even introduced to him. It was obviously written to make a strong point and illustrate the social
gap between classes. When we got back to Mr. Priestley's "An Inspector Calls" The play is set at the turn of
the century and is centred on a wealthy family who are successful and prosperous at a time of poverty for
many. There was a lot of social unrest as the working class people where uniting to protest for fair pay,
reduced working hours, and better working conditions. As the inspector starts to break down the party, we
start to understand more to the story. For years to come, countries would be entrenched in the Cold War the
long-lasting standoff between Capitalism and Communism. Eric to Mr Birling says this. A young girl has
committed suicide and it is revealed how all members of one family contributed to it. When Mr. The play is
about a young girl committing suicide. He also expands the views of socialism within the message; this is all
made very clear by the use of dramatic devices. It means that no-one should isolate themselves and that if a
person dies etc. The play begins with the Birling family celebrating the engagement of their daughter Sheila,
to the wealthy Gerald Croft Inspector Calls can be addressed, as one of these mysteries however there is not a
true criminal in the story, as nobody literally killed Eva Smith but the members of the Birling family all had a
part to play in her death The inspector questions every member of the family individually, starting with Mr.
Yet, defining Inspector Goole as meerly a staging device implies that he is not a character in his own right but
exists simply as a way of exploring the personalities and lives of other, more fully rounded, characters.
Priestley's "Inspector Calls" J B Priestley presents the readers with a fascinating play of guilt and innocence,
of prejudice and hypocrisy. The Birling family consists of the mother and father, Sybil and Arthur and their
two children Sheila and Eric. Sheila Birling comes from a well-known, wealthy factory owner and Lady
Macbeth is wife of a thane, named Macbeth. He is also the character who knew Eva Smith most intimately and
has many significant ties Eric is drawing a comparison between the Upper class owners, and the lower class
workers. We see these contrasting characteristics develop more throughout the play. Although the play was
written in , it was set in  He does this for a number of reasons. Basically, this play is about a suicide in which a
whole family, the Birlings are implicated.


